The oxygen uptake-oxygen delivery relationship during ICU interventions.
There is much interest in the relationship between oxygen delivery and oxygen consumption in the critically ill patient. This interest is occasioned by the observation that patients with sepsis and the adult respiratory distress syndrome have a linear or "supply-dependent" relationship instead of the normally observed biphasic or "supply-independent" relationship. These relationships are only valid when subjects are at rest, since during exercise, as VO2 increases, so do DO2 and the oxygen extraction ratio (ER, VO2/DO2). We examined the VO2-DO2 relationship in a group of 16 mechanically-ventilated surgical ICU patients while they were at rest and during activities that increase VO2. At low levels of activity, where mean VO2 increased from 207 +/- 38 (SD) ml/min at rest to 241 +/- 44 ml/min, there were significant increases in mean DO2 but not mean ER. With the greater (greater than 50 percent) increases in VO2 seen with chest physical therapy, there were increases in both DO2 and ER. When the VO2-DO2 relationship during low levels of exercise and rest are plotted, a linear pattern emerges that could be misinterpreted as a "supply dependent" pattern. Therefore, it is important to pay close attention to the activity state of a patient when examining the VO2-DO2 relationship.